
Xaap
The compliance platform designed for building managers

Multiple inspector
Allows multiple inspectors working 
towards the completion of a report
in near real-time.

Xaap is a Software-as-a-Service (SaaS) solution that provides a single,
centralized platform for building compliance data. With convenient online
access, building managers can maintain, track, and ensure system compliance, 
and manage their reporting needs.

Gateway
Near real-time data feed from Simplex
U and ES systems for device inventory
and alarm activity, and select panel
commands directly from the mobile phone.

Barcoding
Keep track of your assets through
associating them and testing them
with barcodes.

Images for deficiencies
When deficiencies are found during
the inspection, the inspector can capture 
pictures for additional documentation of 
the deficiency on the report.

Offline mode
Inspectors can continue their inspection
process even when connectivity is
reduced or non-existent.

Permission structure
If you have subcontractors or employees 
that should only access certain devices
in a building, Xaap allows you to control
their access.



Historical report repository
All reports generated in Xaap
can be easily retrieved through our
online web application.

Inventory management
Xaap automates the inventory tracking
procedure, reducing the amount of work
needed to monitor and track the device
inventory in TJC and DNV environments.

Digital signature capture
Customers and inspectors have the
ability to sign directly on the mobile
app for image capture on the report.

Ready-to-use report templates
Out-of-the-box TJC, DNV and NFPA: 10, 
15, 25, 72 report templates available with
your purchase of Xaap.

Customizable report templates
If our existing report templates don’t
meet your needs, you can make 
customizations, including new or
edited questions, different report
layout, and even custom logos.

Book a demo today to see
what Xaap can do for you

   info@xaapbuildings.com

   +1 833 - 900 – XAAP (9227)

   www.xaapbuildings.com

Johnson Controls
Johnson Controls is a global diversified technology and multi industrial leader serving a wide range of customers in more than 150 countries.
Our 120,000 employees create intelligent buildings, efficient energy solutions, integrated infrastructure and next generation transportation systems 
that work seamlessly together to deliver on the promise of smart cities and communities. Our commitment to sustainability dates back to our roots 
in 1885, with the invention of the first electric room thermostat. We are committed to helping our customers win and creating greater value for all of 
our stakeholders through strategic focus on our buildings and energy growth platforms.

For additional information, please visit www.xaapbuildings.com or follow Xaap on LinkedIn.
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